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Administration, the oldest building on
campus, provides office space for pro-
fessors and most of the classrooms for
the Arts and Sciences, Education and
Business Administration Colleges and
the CCS. It is from here that educa-






The merger brought many changes to the University of Nebraska at Omaha. UNO
President, Dr. Kirk E. Naylor, and the UNO administrators work with the Lincoln-
based Regents and Chancellor and with the Governor and the Legislature to de-
termine the course of higher education in the nation's twentieth largest university.
TOP RIGHT: Nebraska Governor Norbert Tiemann at the NU-OU merger cere-
monies. TOP LEFT. Regents are, ROW ONE: President B. N. Greenberg, J. G. Elliott
and Edward Schwartzkopf. ROW TWO: Robert L. Raun, Richard E. Adkins and
Richard L. Herman. BOTTOM: Chancellor Clifford M. Hardin at the groundbreak-
ing ceremonies for the Science Building. ACROSS: UNO President Kirk E. Naylor
discusses administrative policy.
BOTTOM LEFT: Robert Krenzer, Physical Plant superin-
tendent, tabulates budget for the department. TOP
LEFT: Head of the Office of Information, Ralph Bradley,
edits a press release to be sent to the news media.
TOP CENTER LEFT: Dr. George R. Racheford, Vice-Presi-
dent - Campus Development, studies drawing of new
science building presently under construction. TOP CEN-
TER RIGHT: Registrar, Virgil Sharpe, tallied a record en-
rollment this year. TOP RIGHT: Mrs. Yvonne Harsh, head
of Student Placement, helps a student check a brochure
describing job opportunities. BOTTOM RIGHT: Mrs. Velma
Titzell, cashier; Leroy Kozeny, accountant and Harold




TOP LEFT: Associate Dean of Student Personnel, Miss Elizabeth
Hill. TOP CENTER: Fred Ray, Director of Student Center, checks a
program with Mrs. Thelma Helms. BOTTOM LEFT: Dean of Stu-
dent Personnel Donald Pflasterer. BOTTOM CENTER: Bookstore
Manager, Bernard Koenig. ACROSS TOP CENTER: Mrs. Thelma
Engle, University Social Director. ACROSS TOP RIGHT: Mrs. Carol
Graham, Manager of Food Services. ACROSS BOTTOM: Mrs. Ba-






The College of Arts and Sciences offers work toward the degree
of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Music and
Bachelor of Science, as well as pre-professional programs for
nnedicine, law and theology students. The College offers aca-
demic majors in art, biology, chemistry, economics, English, for-
eign languages, geography, history, journalism, mathematics,
music, philosophy, physics, political science, psychology, sociol-
ogy, speech and urban studies. LEFT: Many students see the Ad-
ministrotion Building cupola from the rear parking lot. TOP: Dr.
Robert D. Harper, Dean of the College, heads the largest faculty
on campus. ACROSS TOP CENTER: Speech and Drama Depart-
ment chairman. Dr. J. K. Brilhart, must cross the campus from his
classes in the Administration Building to his office in the tempo-
rary buildings. ACROSS TOP RIGHT: Dr. Hugh P. Cowdin is the
new department chairman in journalism. ACROSS BOTTOM: Eng-
lish 109 instructors receive encouragement and discuss problems
at bi-weekly meetings.

Degrees Offered In Engineering
The College of Engineering and Technology offers Bachelor of Science degrees in
civil engineering, general engineering, industrial engineering and industrial tech-
nology. The College also offers well planned two-year programs leading to As-
sociate degrees in engineering technology. The progrann includes the Department
of Nursing and the Technical Institute. TOP LEFT: Miss Dorothy Patach, head of
the Nursing Department, works with nursing students in the lab. TOP RIGHT: Dr.
Anson D. Marston, Dean of the Engineering College, studies a map of the area.
BOTTOM: Mr. Jack Titus teaches an engineering class. ACROSS: Technical Insti-




The purposes of the College of Education are to
provide for the education of students who are
preparing to teach, to contribute to the improve-
ment of skills and understandings of educators
seeking professional growth and to provide edu-
cational services to agencies and personnel that
are cooperating with the schools and educational
institutions. The College offers teaching prepara-
tion in business education, elementary education,
guidance, physical education for men and women,
library science, recreation education, school ad-
ministration, secondary education and special
education. ACROSS TOP: A graduate intern in
special education works with a child in the Spe-
cial Education Clinic. ACROSS BOTTOM: Two stu-
dents in the student teacher program correct
papers while waiting for conferences with their
University supervisors. TOP RIGHT: Dean of the
College of Education, Dr. Paul C. Kennedy, is
always ready with help for education students
with problems. BOTTOM: John Query, director of
the Reading Improvement Lab, helps a student
with one of the machines.
Business Provides
Educational Variety
The College of Business Administration offers
students an opportunity for a variety of areas of
study for professional specialization. Business
students can specialize in accounting, business
administration, management and marketing. The
student is given an opportunity to select individ-
ual courses in other colleges of the University so
that with his specialization, he w\\\ achieve a
well-balanced education. TOP: Miss Verda Rauch
teaches typing. LEFT: Dr. John W. Lucas, Dean of
the College. TOP CENTER: Business student stu-
dies shorthand. TOP RIGHT: Dr. Carl W. Helm-
stadter, Professor Emeritus in accounting. RIGHT:




The College of Continuing Studies has achieved national
recognition in the field of higher education. The Bootstrap
program, serving both active duty and retired military per-
sonnel, is the largest in the country. Hundreds of men and
women from every branch of the service are brought to the
campus in quest of a college degree. As demands for edu-
cation increase, CCS. provides intellectual development,
vocational and professional growth and cultural enrichment
for adults in the area who are completing their education
in the Night School program. LEFT: Dr. William T. Utiey, as
Dean of C.C.S., is the academic dean of night school stu-
dents who make up half the total enrollment at UNO. BOT-
TOM: Bootstrappers and their families enjoy an evening of
recreation in the Student Center. RIGHT: Hundreds of cars





KYNE-TV are the call letters of UNO's ETV Channel 26 broadcasting station. The
UHF station began broadcasting on campus in the Fall of 1965. The station is
operated by the Metropolitan Omaha Educational Broadcasting Association
(MOEBA) and broadcasts 19 hours of kindergarten through eighth grade class
work to pupils in the Omaha area.
The station also broadcasts a number of programs for the general audience,
among them, "From the President's Office," a show which originates in the office
of UNO President Kirk Naylor, and a show produced by the members of the News-
film and Documentaries class called "On Campus." This show brings news of col-
lege campuses in the area to the viewing audience. LEFT: One of the cameras
used in the KYNE-TV studio. TOP: Left to right are Michael McAllister and Kathy
Piccolo, students who participate in the "On Campus" broadcast; Leon Benschoter,
program director of KYNE-TV and Joe McCartney, journalism faculty member who
teaches the Newsfilm and Documentaries class.
UNO Prepares
USAF Officers
The Department of Aerospace Stud-
ies (AFROTC) is a regular instruc-
tional department of UNO and func-
tions under the rules -and policies of
the University and the USAF. The
department is designed to develop
the skills and attitudes vital to the
professional Air Force officer. Upon
graduation from the university, the
cadets are commissioned Second
Lieutenants, USAF Reserve. RIGHT:
A class of AFROTC cadets. BOTTOM:
The AFROTC staff gathers in Colonel




The Graduate College provides the opportunity, the
faculty and the resources to meet the various needs of
graduate students for more advanced and more
specialized education than the undergraduate work
upon which all graduate programs are founded. The
Graduate College is destined to feel the most growth
in the coming years since the merger. The college offers
the Master of Arts, Master of Science, Master of Busi-
ness Administration and the Specialist in Education
degrees.
LEFT: Dr. Eltcm S. Carter is Dean of the Graduate Col-
lege. BOTTOM: Graduate students receive master's
degrees at the Mid-year Commencement on January
25. The Graduate College conferred seven M.A. de-




The Gene Eppley Library plays a
large role in education offered at the
University of Nebraska at Onnaha.
RIGHT: A co-ed puts the facilities of
the library to use.
LEFT: Thomas Moore directs the conferences
and workshops held each year in the Con-
ference Center. TOP CENTER: Miss Ellen
Logd, head librarian. BOTTOM: The main
desk of the library requires the help of many
people. RIGHT: A library assistant gets a








The Gene Eppley Library offers an in-
vitation for reading and study, filling
the needs of UNO students and the
Omaha comnnunity. LEFT: A student
finds another use for the library.
RIGHT: A co-ed finds time to relax and
read. BOTTOM: Study groups are com-
mon in the library.
Faculty Senate
Established to formulate policy, the University of
Nebraska's Faculty Senate presents faculty's
thoughts to the administration as the Senate con-
tinues to deal with matters of faculty interest and
concern.
Presiding over the Senate, Dr. John V. Blackwell




The 30 members of the Student Senate serve as
representatives of UNO's students in all matters
of student life. Students with full-time status and
of good academic standing can run for the posi-
tion of Senator.
The Senate is organized with ten standing com-
mittees, one faculty and two administrative ad-
visers.
The Executive Committee, consisting of the offi-
cers, are President Randy Owens, Vice-president
Denny Jorgensen, Secretary Linda Covault and
Treasurer John AAcGann. The advisers are Dr.
Franklin S. Forbes, faculty and Deans Elizabeth
Hill and Donald Pflasterer, administration.
The ten committee chairmen and part of the com-
mitteemen are Senators while remaining com-
mittee members are chosen from the student
body. The ten committees are Educational Affairs,
Senate Constitution, Campus Organization Con-
stitution, Athletic Interest, Executive, Campus and
Community Public Relations, Election Rules and
Polls, Finance, Lincoln Liaison, and Student Affairs.
ROW ONE: Dean Donald Pflasterer, John McGann, Denny Jorgensen, Randy
Owens, Linda Covault, Tom Fischer, Jerry Hall. ROW TWO: Cheryl Sparano,
Rita Wieczorek, Rosie Krecek, Linda Lindamood, Linda Kolell, Don Darling,
Sherry Anderson, John Youngers, Suzi Mortensen, Keith Wilmot, Ed Ganey,
Dean Elizabeth Hill, Denny Vanmoorleghem, Jackie Hammer, James Dow.
ROW THREE: Sandi Olson, Steve Heck, Doug Moss, David Oman, Gary Reiss,
Charles Saylors, Ray Show, Kenneth Shaw, Kent Chamberlin, Rudy Smith.
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The Student Senate and SUB begin with meetings
making decisions and formulating policy. Their
committees carry out the routine planning that
must be made in order to have results such as
the Fall Night Club organized for UNO students.
Others carry on the routine business such as
providing calendars for the students, supervising
the bulletin boards, or decorating the campus at
Christmas.
student Union Board
ROW ONE: Carol Campbell, Linda Fredrickson, Don Darling, Bob Flood. ROW
TWO: John Kislin, Judy Banghort, Madeline Menke, Ann Kahse, Clark Lip-
perf, Renee Holmes, Phil Vock.
Organized to provide a well-rounded program in
education, recreation, and social activities for the
University of Nebraska's students, the Student
Union Board consists of the Executive Board and
eight comnnittees.
The Calendar and Communications Committee
provides calendars for UNO students giving all
forthcoming events on campus. It is also in charge
of the publicity on campus.
The Concert and Lectures Committee brings a
variety of interesting and informative concerts




The Dance Committee's purpose is to provide
dances for UNO's student body for Homecoming,
Christmas, and Ma-ie Day.
The Exhibits committee is responsible for bringing
exhibits to campus which include exhibits in
photography and art.
The Films committee provides films forthe Univer-
sity's students. They show films every week dur-
ing the regular school year on Monday after-
noons.
ROW ONE: Sue Redinger, Chris Jones, Clark Lippert, Liz Conrior, Colleen
Looney, Pat Breezier. ROW TWO: Dory Andrews, Jim Costello, Dick Gilbert,
Steve Hansen, Bruce Schoveboom, Roger AAcLenden, John Dickerson, Kent
Chamberlin, Roy Mockelstrom, James J. Wiess.
ROW ONE: Jerry Arnold, Marsha Valentic, David Volk, Robert Pedersen.
ROW TWO: Tom Cady, Monie Hokansen, Mike Scholy, Mary Drezda, Suzy
Warnock, Scott Smith, Dave Wooley.
ROW ONE: Wendy Tichy, Mary Ann Olsen, Irene Wytek, Ann Kuhse, ROW
TWO: Sue Cook, Collenn Murphy, Ron Theis, Deanna Ash, Gary Lind, Bob
Heorron, Lorry Saxton, Debb Rheades.
JoAnn Himsath, Jan Trexel, Mickele Smith, Cindy Miller, Secretary, Dottie
Bode, Judy Banghart, Chairman, Susie Tooheg, Melissa Olsen, Assistant Chair-
man, Pat Sandhoefner.
The House and Grounds Committee decorates the
University's buildings for the holidays, super-
vises the bulletin boards around campus, orders
magazines for the Student Center's lounges, etc.
This year they have organized a special group
called Lakota to serve as official hostesses at Uni-
versity functions. They are trained in the history
of the university colleges, student organizations,
and the current program of the University.
ROW ONE: Mrs. Engle, Becky Burling, Carol Helquist, Linda Backora, Deanno
Ash, Sharon Drake, Mary Catania, Kaye Murray. ROW TWO: Candy Griffith,
Charlotte Pennell, Robbie Soger, Susan Boyle, Susan Redinger, Pom Davis,
Linda Rusing, Sue Cook, Shirley Ann Parlas.
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ROW ONE: Debbie Covert, Joey Vocek, Nancy Ruby, Ruth Akers, Connie
Merrissey. ROW TWO: Warren Tichy, Grey Classen, Barb Bartholomew, Muriel
Henderson, Roger Pfenninger, Tom McGinn.
The Seventh committee, the Recreation Committee
of the Student Union Board, is in charge of acti-
vities on campus such as bowling, bridge, bil-
lards, and chess.
The Special Events Committee is the final commit-
tee assisting the Executive Board in fulfilling their
duties. This committee sponsors programs such
as the University's College Bowl.
ROW ONE: Micki Duffield, Jon Abel, Lucy Petterson, Sylvia Nelson, Marty
Speer, Rich Armstrong. ROW TWO: Joe Burns, Shirley Siemoneit, Karen Toll-
man, Kris Wieczerek, John G. Ruibel, Jr., Nancy Dellers, Steve Heck.
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The July First Change Over
On July 1, 1968, the merger between
the University of Omaha and the
the University of Nebraska was made
official in early morning ceremonies
on the front steps of the Administra-
tion Building. LEFT; Several hundred
people attended the event, and many
more watched via educational televi-
sion. BELOW LEFT: President Naylor
and former Regent President Robert
Spire played key roles in the transfer
of power. BELOW: The Omaha press






IElections made up the tone of nnost
of the year. Student elections as
well as national elections were part
of the University's on-going pro-
cesses. FAR RIGHT: Several local
figures, including congressional





Mrs. Edward Kennedy visited UNO on April 26, 1968
to promote the campaign of her brother-in-law, Sena-
tor Robert Kennedy. Under threatening skies Joan Ken-
nedy spoke to approximately 100 students. The stu-
dents appeared to be more concerned with catching a
glimpse of the quietly attractive blonde than with hear-
ing her expound her political views. Mrs. Kennedy en-
countered a problem with the microphone which was
not working but the students did not seem to mind.
Joan Kennedy read excerpts from her brother-in-law's
speeches and issued an invitation to UNO students
to meet Senator Robert Kennedy the following night
and to hear him speak. She also asked for volunteers
to help in the Kennedy campaign on the local level.
Mrs. Kennedy was asked whether she would like to
see her husband President someday, she replied, "We
really haven't thought about that yet. We both want
to see Bob in '68." In a short interview Mrs. Kennedy
spoke of everything from family life to her trip to
Omaha. She said when she married the future Senator
Kennedy she didn't think that she would ever become
so well-known. As a Senator's wife, she feels that her
most important duties are playing hostess and keeping
up on the latest news. She reads eight newspapers a
day. When not politicking, Mrs. Kennedy is busy with
her home and three children. Asked what she thought





On Monday, March 3, George Wallace was on campus
to address Dr. Richard Marvel's 1:30 political science
class. Most of the area media had representatives on
campus by 1 p.m. By 1:30 about 500 persons had
gathered in the parking lot outside of the Engineering
Building to observe, protest, or perform in the line of
duty. At 12 minutes to 2, a roar from the crowd let
the class know that George Wallace had arrived on
campus. Many of the crowd followed the candidate up
to Engineering 259. Most were curious spectators, but
some began to chant. "We got some free speech folks
out here," said Wallace in an opening comment . . .
laughter from the class. "If I get to be president," he
said pointing a finger to the door," and one of these
anarchists lays down in front of my car, it will be the
last one he lays under" . . . applause from the class.
In my judgement, I will capture more Omaha Demo-
crats than Republicans, but that's only a guess." He
concluded," . . . get rid of some of these brief-case
totin' bureaucrats; throw some of those brief-cases in
the Potomac River." Wallace left the building through
a side door but some of the crowd saw him and ran
at the '68 Ford containing the candidate. A half-dozen
people tried to beat the rear deck of the car with their
fists, but the security force cleared a path and Wallace
disappeared . . . somewhat exceeding the university's
15 mile an hour speed limit. The speaker talked for
25 minutes. Dr. Marvel's 1:30 political science class




Hardin Gets Cabinet Spot
Chancellor Clifford Hardin was appointed to President
Richard Nixon's cabinet, becoming the fourth Nebraskan
named to a president's cabinet. Given a one-year leave
from the University to accept the post, Chancellor Hardin
became Secretary of Agriculture.
Visitors Come
to UNO
Visiting this year at the campus was NBC doing a special
report on the Nation's Colleges. NBC interviewed UNO stu-
dent Joe Reiss.
Secretary of Agriculture Clifford Hardin
speaks at the University's campus.
Visiting UNO's campus were numerous traveling art and
photography collections. Including the theme of social com-
ment in America, many of the individual exhibits focused
on the Great Depression, the second World War, civil rights


























































ROW ONE; Sandy Gilinsky, Martha Spoon-
er. ROW TWO: Jonell Juul, Maureen Ko-
pecky, Judy Houchin, Diane Kolasky.
ROW ONE: Rosalyn Hammer, Diane Dess-
ler, Linda Frederickien, Jean Fentress.
ROW TWO: Judy Bangharf, Ram Covert,
Jean Fergusson, Kris Rushing, Wanda
Peterson, Linda Backora, Judy Earp.
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ROW ONE: Kathy Piccolo, Cheryl Eby, Charlotte Pennel. ROW
TWO: Mary Ann Belfiore, Nancy Montag, Becky Burling, Cheryl
Ford, Sue Cook, Patty O'Neill.
Arnold Air Society
ROW ONE; Steve Hoffman, Robert G. Campbell, John E.
Dubler, Charles W. Holderness, Leonard J. Ash, Fred J.
Vanecek. ROW TWO: Major James R. Mathews, adviser;
David Lundholm, Duane E. Kosmicki, Gary L. Kaspar, Dan
Daley, Mike Kudlzca. ROW THREE: Jon Van Wegener,
Pat Andersen, Guy B. OIney, Thomas C. Kahley, Robert
F. Tilton, Michael D. Achey, James J. Zbylut, LEFT: Angel
Flight Commander Maureen Kopecky and Arnold Air
Society Commander John E. Dubler at the Toys for Tots
Dance December 6, 1968.
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Home Economics Club
ROW ONE: Karen Dalgas, Sheryl Oman. ROW
TWO: Andrea Cole, Carol Skoland. ROW THREE:
Judy Unger, AAarlene Mannings.
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Phi Chi Theta
Business Administration Honorary — ROW ONE: Sharon Ritz, Patricio Bald-
win, Linda Petersen, Teresa Umhoefer, Diane Thoreen, Virginia Hahn, Eliza-
beth Breeding. ROW TWO: Cynthia Lien, Barbara Burgett, Helen Sideris, Jackie
Stevenson, Sharon Borth, Linda Glintborg, Gail Doll. ROW THREE: Connie




Economics Honorary — ROW ONE: W. J. Elsosser, Gail Doll, Perry Chang.
ROW TWO: G. Harris, J. D. Stolen, Glenn Kirby Jr., Donald R. Connell, E. J.
Steele, Jock B. Anderson.
Young Veterans
ROW ONE: Leonard Boagcez, Jess Bera, Bob Carothers, Paul Kilburg, Gary
Simanski, Johri Asperi, Larry Yost, Gilbert Wargo, Walt Noordam. ROW TWO:
Robert Worth, Gory Brasseur, Marvin Souchek, Jim Cashman, Stan Christian-
sen, Curt Kolstad, Roy Burkhalter, Jim Bryant, Dennis Renander. ROW THREE:
Richard Baker, Charles Johnson, Gary AAonohon, Cornelius Wills, Anton Stacey,




ROW ONE: Frank Perrella, Robert O'Hern, Mary Wise, Joyce
Reece, Andrew M. Casey, Lois Wholen, Dan O'leary, Ray Dim-
mick. ROW TWO: Vol Butlera, Bob Mefz, John Elliott, Herb




Young Americans for Freedom ROW
ONE: John Cleveland, Lloyd Coffelt,
Barbara Montog, Dick Crow, AAicheal
Barnes. ROW TWO: Jay Wasserkrug,
Larry Christian, Tom Gorgen, Dave
Sink, John K. Wilson, Milan Anich.
Young Democrats
ROW ONE: Jim Craven, John Smith, William Krando, Kay Brown.
ROW TWO: Jim Manning, Tony Deeb, Susanne Hansen, Shirley Pavlas,
Marilyn Russo, Mary Harek, Rita Sliva. ROW THREE: Norman Hamm,
Gary Meloy, Daniel Powers, Neol Simon, Rudy Smith, Mike O'Connor,




ROW ONE: Dick Crow, Cheryl Ford, Trudy Ford,
Carol Jonousek. ROW TWO: Jeff Evangelisti,
Lorry Christian, Debby Rhoades. ROW THREE: Joy
Erdmann, Craig Reisser, Jim Londay, Dave Laten-
ser.
B.L.A.C.
Black Liberators for Action on Campus — ROW ONE: Carl Robinson, Bobby Callis,
Carolyn Borr, Susan Dickerson, Moryl J. Harris, W. Dwight Bailey, Jim Dow. ROW
TWO: James Cecil, Michael McGinnis, Gladys Pruitt, Ken Beoson, M. Chaucer Adams,
Clinton Gibson, Rosezerian Chaunsha Collins, Judy King, Glenda, R. Walker, R. D.
Waller, Terese K. Hudgins.
Waolciya ROW ONE: Charlotte Peack, Pat Mulloney, Robyn Cormichael,Mary McMullen, Dava Fuerst, Sue Acuff. ROW TWO: InezKucera, Linda Fredericksen, Dianne Desler, Judy Houchin, Jean
Fentress, Suzi AAartensen, Judy Sloder, Paula Magzamin.
Omicron Delta Kappa
ROW ONE: Don Darling, Erwin Relider, Daryl Taylor, Herb
Wehner, Tom Fischer, John Kizlin, Tim Keyser. ROW TWO:
Donald Pflasterer, John Demgen, Dave Oman, Randy Owens,
Bud Belitz, Joey Sedlacek, Jack Anderson, Bob Kreitner, Tom
Helligso.
Alpha Lambda Delta
ROW ONE: Cindy Milier, Susie Haas, Karen Rozgall, Julie Grimm, Gail Cliristensen.
ROW TWO: Jeannie Werthman, Jeannie Blakey, Carol Gould. ROW THREE: Liz Parker-
son, Marsha Hoffman, Marilyn Russo, Judy Houchin, Cathy Burgess, Mary Kula,




R. Kevin O'Donnell, Dean Donald
Pflasterer, Jerald M. Smith, Terrill




Senior scholastic honorary, ROW ONE: Elaine
Schlinger, Martha Dohse, Sandy Capoccia,
Lois Handley, Nancy Montag, Lois Roucek,
Inez Kucera, Nancy Junge, Mellanee Devall,
Charlotte Plack. ROW TWO: Dr. Wayne Hig-
ley. Dr. Roy Robbins, Dr. Anson D. Marston,
Dr. Harl A. Dalstrom, Dr. W. C. B. Lambert,
Dr. John Brilhart.
Circle K
Steve Kinzy, George Werner, Ron Minobe,
Joe Burns, Randy Unger. FAR LEFT: Jon
Bridgewater of Lambda Chi Alpha and
Colleen Looney of Zeta Tau Alpha were
winners of Circle K-sponsored Ugliest Man




American Institute of industrial Engi-
neers: Frank Babic, Patricia Moss, Har-
vey Barbendure, Norman Sadin, Ron
Foster, Charles Krojicek, Jock Titus, Dr.
William Arnwine.
I.E.E.E.
Institute of Electric and Electronic Engineers, ROW ONE: A! Kineiko, Steve Hassler, Walter
Szelich, Prof. J. G. McMillan. ROW TWO: Sheldon Berbendure, Fred Rieser, Roger Jirka, Jack
Schmid. ROW THREE: Donald Lundvall, Duane Garwood, Frank Sledge, Lowell Jackson, Rand-
cliff Honiman, Jr.
A.S.C.E.
American Society of Civil Engineers, ROW ONE: Donald Peterson, Dan Kutiiek, Harry G.
Debowey, Robert Huddleston. ROW TWO: Vytenis Buksnys, Terry Harvat, Gory Kopecky, Joel
Kreger, Stanley Carlock. ROW THREE: Don Nielsen, Mike Fylnn, Bruce Rickley, Wilbert J. Beran,
Richard Smutney, Bill Westbrook, Kelly Bush, Richard A. Borr, Harold Thompson, Ray Rawe,








ROW ONE: Marianne Beck, Don Kisicki, Shirley Ann Pavlas, Linda Ann Hlavko, Cathy Burgess,
Ginny Hahn, Margaret Reeves. ROW TWO: Barb Johnston, Beth Dineen, Joan Leahy, Kay
Brown, Mike Wilken, Jim Mulry, Ruth Ridder, Charles Butler, Otys Daniel, Donna Schloutman.
ROW THREE: Jim Zadina, John Klosterman, Jerry Smith, Dennis Filipowski, Joe Burns, George
Werner, Frank Sledge, Charlie Zink, Eddy Klosterman, Rosemary Klug, Jacque Kloke.
Christian Science Organization
ROW ONE: Glen Wittekind, Louise Lewis, Sue Acuff, Warren Wittekind, sponsor. ROW TWO:




ROW ONE: Carol Westerlin, Roger Criser,
Elaine Hofer. ROW TWO: Paul Jensen,
Ken Whittle, Marsha Smith, Linda Harder.
ROW THREE: Galen Friesen, Fred Donner,
Terry King, Pot Murray,
F.O.C.U.S.
Fellowship of Concerned University Stu-
dents, ROW ONE: Linda HIavka, Shirley
Ann Pavlas, Carol Ann Molsbee. ROW
TWO: John G. Smith, Linda Gage, Stephen
Kinzy, Michael Harvey, Kathleen Widder-
sheim, Randall Unger.

^IB 1^ ROW ONE: John Dilley, Karen Erickson, Sue Lewis, Elizabeth Parkenson, Deanno Ash, Rosalyn Hammer,
^^I^JI^ Sue Goepper, Joey Vacek, Rosie Hogan, Ellie Hunter, AAonie Hokanson, Glen Fryer. ROW TWO: Mike
Clem, Larry Rodgers, Rick Bockhaus, Carol Watkins, Sharon K. Bisbee, Jackie Joseph, Ann Johnson, Kathy
Johnson, Pom Gatchell, Wayne Hammang. ROW THREE: Gisela Herrmann, Karen Schwarzlander, Kathy
Pilon, Rich KresI, Marsha Luers, John Scaizo, Mary Pusateri, Thomas Crews. ROW FOUR: David Griffiths,
Jerry Conroy, Lloyd Hoover, Gaie Doll, Rosemary Klug, Louise Lewis, JoAnne Dozelencic. ROW FIVE: Dr.
Higley, David Selson, Ronald Smith, John Layman, John Cody, Charlie Va n Diver, Ed Edmonds. AROUND
PIANO: Jim Gronau, Jack Kott, Beth Hayes, Barry Timanus, Linda Bucy, John Thompson, Tom Bennet,
Anderson.
Alpha Kappa Delta
Sociology Honorary, ROW ONE: David Toplon, Carol Lunbeck, Leslie Rowland,
Robert S. O Hern. ROW TWO: Suzi Mortensen, Charlotte Plack, Marty Dohse,
Carl Springle. ROW THREE: Dr. John Nye, advisor; Dr. George Helling, Wal-
lace G. Hunt, Ray Dinnnnick, Lester LaPorte, Robert Cooper.
Psi Chi
Psychology Honorary, ROW ONE: Bob Liefer, Steve AAarkowitz.
ROW TWO; Gary Rawson, Charlotte Kahane, Patricia Mullaney,
Delores McArthur, Dr. C. C. Kessler. ROW THREE: Harold Slaughter,
Dick Peterson, Ron Davis, Bill Todd,
W. R.A.
Women's Recreation Association, ROW ONE: Sue Stone, Ann Ramming.
ROW TWO: Donni Linneman, Sally Ganern, Connie Claussen, sponsor;
Linda Covault, Rose Riley, Patricia David, co-sponsor,- Jackie Borcyk, Kathy
AAoppes.
Majors and Minors
ROW ONE: Ann Rammmg, Rose Riley, Sue Stone, Danni Linneman. ROW
TWO; Sonia Green, Mary Strafman, Sharon Sutje, Liz Connor, Vicki War-
ren, Jacky Kloke. ROW THREE: Mary Rieser, Carol Minerik, Debbie Struth-
ers, Jaque Rielly, Pot Walker, Linda Fausset, Gmny O'Brien.

Rho Epsilon
Real Estate Honorary, ROW ONE: Grant
Mathison, Mike Connelly, Jim Berg, John
McGann, Mrs. Ruth Reams, Tom Harper,
John Layman, Dr. C. Glenn Lewis. ROW
TWO: Steven Copinas, Gary Hert, Robert
Dubeck, Phil Drew, Hugh Van Alstine,
Miles Patten, Harold Oehmke, Ronald
Walker, Davis Clark, John Kendzior, Mar-
ion England, Chester Garrett. ROW THREE:
Alphonzo Rudd, George Hoffman, Dale
Bryant, Richard Harwood, Ronald Stouffer,
John Classen, Charlie Zulfer, Bill Pierce.
Delta Sigma Pi
Business administration fraternity, ROW
ONE: Everett Noble, Roger Whitney, Jack
Youngers, John Mc Gann, Franl< Telich.
ROW TWO: Lorry Ziska, Bob Hansen, Bill
Workman, John Ford, Jim Turner, Dick
Nordberg, Gory Domet. ROW THREE:
George Holton, Marvin Archer, Jim
Stevens, Bill Loftus, Bill Sheldon, John
Hover, Grant Mothison, Dr. Wayne Higley,
adviser.
Gamma Theta Upsilon
ROW ONE: Charles Jean-Baptiste, Len Burgett, Craig
Reisser, Jim Lothrop, Nancy Stevenson, Bob Greuei,
Keith Swisher. ROW TWO: Jim Shepord, Roger Corbin,
Jack Griffith, John Zipoy, Charles Gildersleeve, Eugene
Zupsic, Fred Danner, Donald Marnon, Dennis Jacobsen,
Jimmie Stelling, Jack Dyess, Shirley Johnke, Lee Slorp,






Students' Committee for Organized Public Effort, ROW ONE: Rudy Smith. ROW TWO:
Stephanie Matthews, Alice King, Debi Swearingen, Janice Artry. ROW THREE: Les
Smith, Malcolm Adams, Judy King, ROW FOUR: Debbie Taylor, Martha Pruitt, Dolly
Madison, Deforest Reed, Helen Allen, Carolyn Arthur, James Knox Polk, Philip Mc-
Clain. ROW FIVE: R. D. Waller, Harley Cooper, Robert Rogers, Daniel Powers, Larry
Webster, Leslie Taylor, Bruce Arnold.
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Debate
ROW ONE: Ken Season, Martha Grant, Jim Thomp-
son, Steve Means. ROW TWO: John Wonzenried,
Mary Jane Lohmeier, Howard Leeson, Mike Nolan.
ROW THREE: DeForest Reed, Kevin O'Donnell, Doug
Durrie.
LEFT: Martha Grant, Barry Goldware and
Kay Christensen display three first place















Law Enforcement fraternity, ROW ONE: Noel Rogers, Andrew Casey, Keith
Wilmot, James DeMeulmeester, Larry Brockelsby, Gaylon Kuchel, Ronald
Morovec, Robert Shankman. ROW TWO: Edwin Shiiko, Richard Koeller, Robert
Krueger, Rudolph Laverdure, James Willis, Gene Griffin, Aaron Miller, George
Geyer, Denby Smith. ROW THREE: Ronald Freeman, Robert Scheuler, Thurman
Waggoner, Bruce Hartford, William Johnson, James Pospichol, Glen Gates,




Student Education Association officers: Judy Darge, historian;
Inez Kucera, secretary; Kris Rushing, president; Charlotte Pen-
nell, treasurer.
Kappa Delta Pi
Education honorary, ROW ONE: Sandi Gilinsky, Janis All-
good, Liana Waldmann, Judy Houchin, Britta Blankenau.
ROW TWO: Judy Slader, Pauline Wilcox (sponsor), Dianne
Desler, Susan Uman, Inez Kucera, Barbara Madsen.
Art Club
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ROW ONE: Suzanne Harnnon (hear no evil), Ann Brandenburg,
(see no evil), AAary Catania (speal< no evil). ROW TWO: Joanne
Dozenlencic, Jan Blazek, Linda Olson, Amy Graves, Becky Bur-
ling. ROW THREE: Larry Alexander, Robert Hronnek, Randy
Davis, Chuck Malsead, Bill Steinwart, Robert A. Rogers. ROW
FOUR: Gary Tevis, Joe Doax, Ray Tomasse. ROW FIVE: Frank




English Honorary, ROW ONE: Don Gibson, Pat Hogan, Jeonie
Fentress, Lois Handley, Martha Dohse. Around Piano: Kathy







Music honorary, ROW ONE: Bob Schoe-
der, Steve Thomas, Ed Cook, Michael
Harvey, Steve Soucek. ROW TWO: Paul
Young, John Stanton, Bill VonRentzell,
Dave Hasty, Chuck Malsteod. ROW
THREE: John Griffin, Bob Mendenholl,
R. Eyberg, D. Nuzunn. ROW FOUR: Terry
Patience, J. C. Suagera, David Farrand,
Grant Magnusen. ROW FIVE: Chris
Lombardo, Tony Gulizia, Steve Soucek.
Delta
Omicron
Music honorary: Kathy Gerry, Vicki Botes,
Rene Steimie, Rosemary Flores, Shirley Ann





ROW ONE: John Bohrer, director; Grace Hansen, Nancy Thrasher,
George Ann Coleman, Kathleen Johnsen, Sheryl Harris, Liz Parkerson,
Kathy Cross, Rene Steimie, Eileen Smith, Donna Minorik, AAarcella
Heaton, Karen Svacina, Marilyn Lee, Marianne Beck, Linda Cholupa,
Mary Kubsch, Mary Sambasile, Donna Abdouch, Connie Hobson, Julie
Tokechi. ROW TWO: Linda Miller, Phyllis Beda, Mary Steele, Mary
Krance, Martha Shiel, Karen Erickson, Diane White, Chris Vavrick,
Virginia Caskey, Norma Houchin, Charlotte Parsons, Lynn Matteson,
Karen Schwarlander, Margaret Harrington, Jeanne Blubaugh, Michaelo
Dunning, Anna Petersen, Barbara Swenson, Rikki Smith, Linda Hunter,
Shirley Pavlas, June Thomas. ROW THREE: Terry Patience, James Kurtz,
Mike Nuccie, Scott Helgeson, Ron Jarecki, Frank Sledge, Mike Nolan,
John Stanton, William E. von Rentzeil, Bob Schroeder, Mike Harvey,
Len Mostek, John Griffin, Bill Gilinski, Steve Leinart, Richard Londis,
Alonze Williams, Lynn Parsons, Jerry Donlan, Bob Welstead, Charles
Charles Butler, Julian Klacrynski.
Chamber Singers
ROW ONE: Shirley Pulas, Brenda Watkins, Alison Strain, Virginia Caskey, Pat
Beazley, Linda Stewart, Elizabeth Parkerson, Marianne Beck, ROW TWO: Julian
Klaczynsky, Bill Gilinsky, Bill von Rentzeil, Mike Harvey, Bob Welstead, John Bohrer.
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ROW ONE; Bob Worth, Lofhar Luken. ROW TWOt Jeff Evangdisti, Sue
Kruse, Wendy Tichy, Jerry Paskins, Doreen Simpsen, Rosie Adkms,
Kay Brown, Ann Bradley. ROW THREE: Randy Owens, Howard Bcrden.
Bruce Watson, Richard Brown, Tim Connelly, Jerry Flood, Jane Giesing,
Mike Meiches, Ralph Fredericksen, Wes Burnett, Bob Gibson, John
Prescott, Rudy Smith, Mike Green.
Backshop Union, Local 36
LEFT: Juan St. Louis Itaska. BELOW: Stuart Swartz.
RIGHT: Doreen Maldonado, Clarence Wilson, JoAnn
Voelte, Suzanne Wolff, Rosie Adkins.

1969 Tomahawk
Mike McAllister, Dick Sanders, Wendy Tichy, John Prescott, Richard (Hud-
the-nose-gunner) Lundgren, Rudy Smith, Robyn Carmichael, Gary Anderson,



























































































































1 3. Suzi Mortensen
1 4. Susie Matson
1 5. Charlotte Pennell
1 6. Suz Giller
17. Dianne Gzehouiak
1 8. Adine McKenzie
1 9. Kris Ancona
20. Ann Morris



























































































































































1 0. Carol Gaines
1 1 . Jan KJcer
1 2. Kathy Eilbeck
13. Linda Pipher
1 4. Jackie Hamnner
1 5. Kathy Hanrahan
1 6. Joey Vacek
17. Gloria Yunker
Melissa Olson
1 9. Cheryl Sparano
20. Rejean Bogatz




















4 1 . Mary Dalton
42. Ann Kuhse
43. Phyliss Vacek







5 1 . Rosalie Garofolo
52. Dava Fuerst











1. Reed Kadayy 23. Gary Sortino
2. Steve Malone 24. Ron Bishop
3. Budd Gregg 25. Bob Williams
4. Terry Cox 26. Craig Tylski
5. Herb Eveland 27. Tom Quedensly
6. Joel Watson 28. Roger Rachow
7. Peter Dosenovich 29. Lowell Gard
8. Judd Cushing 30. Tom Collins
9. John Matras 31. Bill Reppert
10. Jerry DePetro 32. A! Baker
11. Bob Mauro 33. Fermin Falcon
12. Bob Nelson 34. Joa Benedict
13. JackSchmid 35. Jack Ehle
14. Dan Martin 36. Harv Baker
15. Skip Lee 37. Jeff LeGros
16. Tim Vail 38. Steve Jacobson
17. Scott Gordon 39. Jim Bullock
1 8. Jim Wiers 40. Bill Neal
19. Gary Norton 41. Dick Deitering
20. Loren Bender 42. Lou Kucirek
21. Randy Bergstrom 43. Doug Arthur
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51 . Scott Smith
































1 2. Leon Bockelmon
1 3. Erv Rehder
1 4. Rod Laible
1 5. John AAcGann
16. Larry O'Neill
1 7. Lynn Browner
1 8. Pot Dolon
1 9. Mohlen Laible
20. Duone Briggs


























































79. Wayne Von Vliet
80. Tom Hawkinson










1 7. Gary Paporello
18. Mark Westphalen
1 9. Mike Mench
20. Don Parker

















































"We dare as Greeks" was the prevailing theme during
February's Greek Week. Chi Omega and Lambda Chi Alpha
were awarded the coveted scholarship trophies. Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity swept the Intramural championship. Indi-
vidual honors for active and pledge with the highest average
went to Judy Evahn and Karen Rozgall, both of Chi Omega.
Pat AAullaney, Alpha Xi Delta, was named the Panhellenic
Girl of the Year. Susie Haas, Chi Omega, and Doug Moss,
Lambda Chi Alpha, were the Outstanding Greek Pledges
for 1967-68, and James Olson received the Interfraternity
Council award for high pledge average. TOP FAR LEFT: Judy
Evahn TOP LEFT: Karen Rozgall LEFT CENTER: Pat AAullaney
BOTTOM FAR LEFT: Susie Haas BOTTOM LEFT: Doug Moss
RIGHT: Jim Olson BELOW: Bob Willits, Tom Helligso, Rich









Madeline Menke, Suzanne Giller, Judy Benson, Dava Fuerst.
Interfraternity
Council Officers











The pie-throwers had a blast . . . but the live
targets on the other end weren't so sure of
the fun during the 34th annual Ma-ie Day,
May 10 at the Pep Bowl. Hundreds of students
flocked to the event which featured the pie-
throwing and a complete fairground atmos-
phere. Sponsored by the Student Union Board,
Ma-ie Day filled the Pep Bowl with games,
eating booths, free daisies and mums, wheel-
barrows, cotton candy and popcorn. Fairgoers
also took advantage of student art with per-
sonal portraits sketched on the spot, and pho-
tographs taken for a small fee. Lunch was
part of the celebration ... for a meager 50
cents. As an extra attraction, a show wagon
of UNO talent entertained the picnickers. Stu-
dents also participated in bike and trike re-
lay races and the winners were awarded tro-
phies. At 2 p.m. a float and car procession
left the campus for the annual Ma-ie Day
Parade through downtown Omaha. Princess
Attira 34, Betty McGinnis, reigned over the
day's activities, which concluded with an ev-
ening dance at Peony Park where awards
were presented for the best floats in the par-
ade.

FAR LEFT: Cis Jacobsen took honors for her dance
routine in Show Wagon competition. LEFT: The
pie throw turned into a sticky affair. TOP CEN-
TER: Get on your mark, get set, go! Set them up
again. BOTTOM CENTER: The Ma-ie Day crowd
enjoys the afternoon entertainment. BELOW: Al-
exander's Rock Time Band was one of the com-
bos providing music for Ma-ie Day.
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TOP LEFT: An important message
in 1968. BOTTOM LEFT: Alpha
Xi's whale float won top honors.
RIGHT: A mobile band unit. BE-
LOW: The election year parade
saw many political notes. BOT-
TOM: Last but not least, a trib-




With a Spanish theme, the University of
Nebraska at Omaha held its 1968 home-
coming. Festivities began Thursday night
with a bonfire, a pep rally and the crown-
ing of the 1968 Homecoming Princess, Linda
Lindamood. Also highlighting the evening
were the introduction of Homecoming can-
didates and the UNO football team. The
cheerleaders, Ipmauoes and indiannes led
a pep rally in anticipation of the Homecom-
ing Game Saturday between UNO and
Washburn. Thursday night's festivities were
climaxed by a gigantic bonfire which
marked the beginning of Homecoming.
ABOVE: Sorority sisters congratulate 1968
Homecoming Princess, Linda Lindamood.
LEFT: Carol Molsbee entertains spectators at
Thursday night Homecoming festivities.
RIGHT: Student Council President Randy




A Spanish lunch, a car bash, intra-
mural sports and the Homecoming
Dance highlighted Friday's Homecom-
ing activities. The Homecoming Dance
was held in the Bullfight ring at the
Civic Auditorium as UNO students
danced to the music of The Rumbles.
Saturday, UNO's Indians added more
excitement to the festivities with their
victory over Washburn. A concert by
singer Bobby Vinton capped UNO's
1968 Homecoming. BELOW: Cheer-
leader Clark Rudeen and Ouampi
Lloyd Roitstein cheer UNO Indians on
to a 47-0 victory. RIGHT: Singer Bobby
Vinton captivates UNO students at
Homecoming concert. LEFT: Car bash
sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Pi was






Suzanne Giller Is UNO's Top Coed
Twenty-one-year old Suzanne Giller is UNO's Top
coed and entrant in the Glamour magazine national
run-off. She was selected from about 30 contestants
chosen by college deans and heads of large depart-
ments. The contest was sponsored by the Home Econo-






Karen Hiller was named 1969 Tomahawk
Queen from 21 finalists in the contest. BE-
LOW: Judges for this year's contest were
World-Herald photographer Richard Jando;
KETV City Editor Jon Poston; KMTV News
Director Mark Gautier; Omaha Star photo-
grapher Benny Johnson; and Chamber of
Commerce Women's Director, Barbara
Botsch. RIGHT: Veteran Television announc-





Judy Houchin was the queen of the 1968 Junior
Prom held last March. Judy won her title in bal-





The Student Union Board was responsible
for providing several entertainment nights
for UNO students. The Irish Rovers were
featured at one of these nights, held at the






Zetas Take Top College Bowl Honors
The UNO College' Bowl this year was won
by a team from Zeta Tau Alpha. The win-
ning foursome were Rita Sliva, Elaine









Conference Games Easy for Caniglia's
Gridders
The Indians reigned number one in the Central Inter-
collegiate Conference this season with a 4-5 mark.
Scouts from all of the major football leagues were in
the press box every week, observing the games for
players worthy of providing talent of professional
caliber. Coach Al Caniglia and his staff's fine ability
directing the Indians cannot be overlooked.
BACK ROW: Head Coach Al Caniglia, Alan Burke, Tom Jarrett, Lloyd Wil-
liams, Willie Brye, Bill Wochtler, Rich Redlinger, Ron Soyers, John Stoner,
Phil Wise, Dave Adams, Gary Peters, Rocco Gonello, Gary Paporeilo, Bob
Krietner, Assistant Carl Meyers, assistant Don Watchorn. THIRD ROW: assis-
tant Don Banning, Mel Washington, Frances Reagan, Dom Polifrone, Rich
Surber, Robin Commings, Pat Smagacz, Buddy Belitz, John Huescher, Tom
McKernon, Harry Johnson, Billy Walker, Layton, Retledge, Dan Martin, Ray
Show, Don Franklin, Team Trainer Wayne Wagner. SECOND ROW: Graduate
assistant Lewis Garrison, Tom McGinn, Ted Scholz, George Bauer, John Dice,
Stan Standifer, Gary Kipfmiller, Joe Kendziershi, Richard Luger, John Bren-
nan. Pot Ryan, Jim Cigolini, Dennis Carovillano, Dean Hoakanson, Ed Jack-
son, Tony Crnkovich, Dale Becker, Bob Kelly. FIRST ROW: Landy Waller, Bob
Taylor, Oscar Pulliam, Pete Smagacz, Rick Emcick, Fernando Mesa, Waren
Williams, Charles Cannon, Allen Devitt, Al Pallone, Chuck Ebeler, Ricky
Standifer, Dick Buzbee, Tim McGill, Bernie Kanger, Dan Klepper, Rich
Schuckman, Richard Peterson.























Indian wrestlers boasted their best season record
ever with a 14-1 mark and a second place finish
in the Colorado State Invitational and a third in the
Rocky Mountain Conference tournament. In March,
the school hosted the National Association of Inter-
collegiate Athletic's wrestling tournament which
fielded 86 teams and over 400 wrestlers. Curlee
Alexander, Roy Washington and brother Mel Wash-
ington led a second place finish by UNO next to
Adams State, the defending champion. Indian Coach






Disappointment marked the end of the basketball season, with a 7-16 rec-
ord. Despite efforts of high scorers John Mackey, Leonard Todd and Steve
Kupcho, the Indians were unable to better their record. The Indians were
able to take 2nd in the Wayne State Holiday Tournament. Submitting his
resignation at the end of the season, Coach Jim Borsheim leaves after
eight campaigns on the Omaha campus, with a compiled 73-103 record.
FRONT ROW: Dave Beier, Jim Etter, La-
AAont McCarty, Bob Kennedy, John Mac-
key, David Allen, Ed Stephens, Arthur
Allen, Paul Sieczkowski, Steve Kupcho,
Leonard Todd, Rich Svi^ircincki. BACK:






Dan Klepper, offensive guard for the Indians, was selected a member of
the first team National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics All-Amer-
icon after the season. Klepper, a 6-3, 245-pound graduate of Omaha
South completed his eligibility this season and was drafted in the ninth
round of the pro football draft by the Kansas City Chiefs. Jean Arring-
dale, a senior, was selected queen of the 1968 College World Series in
June. Fred Gerardi inherited one of the toughest jobs on campus when he
replaced Mike Moron as Sports Information Director in September. Gerardi






Belles, Beaus Lead Cheers For Indians
The University of Nebraska at Omaha cheerleading squad consists of
eight attractive, energetic coeds and four exuberant males. Together
they produce enough cheers to give any team with low spirits the will
to win.
ABOVE, ROW ONE: Gary Domet, Clark Rudeen, John Norton, Chip Shaw. ROW TWO:
Stephanie Brown, Debbie Eggers, Sue Tokarski, Linda Kolell, Captain Joan Fulton, Joan
Thomas, Robbie Soger, Karen Rozgall.
Golf, Tennis
ABOVE: The Indian golfers were last place
finishers in the Central Intercollegiate Con-
ference's tournament at Miracle Hill in
Omaha. The team shot a combined total of
980, 47 off the fast pace of 933 set by Fort
Hays State. BELOW: The Indians placed last
in the Central Intercollegiate Conference
tournament with a season record of 3-6.
Bob Williams, far right, gained the only
point on the Indian team against his Pitts-
burg opponent.
ABOVE: John Robbins, Larry Villhow, Jim Garrett;
back, Ed Freeburg, Ed Baburek, Paul Gubi, Ted Taylor.
BELOW: Jerry Giles, Wayne Russell, Bob Williams, Tim








The Indiannes, led by Co-Captains
Mary Hayes and Ginny Hronek, instill
school spirit in the crowds during half-
time with their precision marching and
drills. It takes hours of practice for
these young women and the results
















1 4. Linda Bucy
1 5. Gail Soucie
1 6. Sue Goepper
17. Mary Beth Hayes (co-captain)
1 8. Barb Harnett
1 9. Linda HIaveka
20. Mary Ann Olsen



















Cheering the team on to victory are the
Ipmauoes. Each girl must work hard in or-
der to be selected into membership. The
girls are expected to attend all games and
promote attendance to them.







8. Pat McCormack, Secretary
9. Lynne London, Treasurer
1 0. Shirley Mixon
1 1 . Kathy Barrett
1 2. Liz Rott
1 3. Jeonie Werthman
14. Jean Arringdole, President
1 5. AAorjie Johnson
1 6. Marianne Sant
17. Jackie Riley
1 8. Nancy Slagle
1 9. Cheryl Sparono
20. Jackie Hammer
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Rainouts Mar Indian Chances
for Success
For head baseball Coach Virgil Yelkin's
young team it wasn't a matter of beating
opposition last season but a matter of beat-
ing the weather. Bogged down by transient
storms, the hurlers were washed off the
practice field, out of games and out of a
comparable 1967 record of 22-7. Ten of
Yelkin's regular season games were rained
out, dropping the 1968 record to 13-8.
Laced with rookies and injuries to the start-
ing line-up, the Indians stumbled through
their schedule against such stiff competition
as Oklahoma City University and Phillips
University. Never daunted, the Indians came
back, coasting into the CIC Tournament on
strong defensive play. Ahead of the pack
in the double elimination tourney, the hurl-
ers battled their way to the finals against
District 10 champion Emporia. Needing two
wins the Hornets stung the OU nine in the
first of a double header, 5-3, then came
back to wash the Indians out of the CIC
Championship. The year wasn't all heart-
aches for the talented coach, however. Yel-
kin was selected to manage the United
States Baseball Federation team at Mexico.
Yelkin, who is in his twenty-first season as
head mentor for the Indians garnered simi-
lar honors the summer of 1967. Traveling
to Winnipeg, Manitoba, Yelkin managed
the United States entry in the Pan American
games.
ROW ONE: Larry Pilgrim, Erv Rehder, Frank Hurt, Jack Monzingo, Dale Lortz, Rich Lang, Larry Carlson,
Bill Myers, Randy Craft, Steve Sargent. ROW TWO: Coach Meyers, Lew Garrison, Dick Davis, Jim Langen-
bach, Joe Velardi, Larry Gomez, Bob Davis, Paul Vechio. ROW THREE: Coach Yelkin, Denny Jorgenson,





Coach Lloyd Cardwell's track and cross country teams en-
joyed better than average success. The track team finished
fourth in the CIC championships but managed several sec-
ond place finishes in the indoor and outdoor season. Card-
well's harriers notched a 6-4 mark and ran in the NAIA
District 1 1 tournament in Eimwood Park.
Cross Country, ABOVE, ROW ONE: Coach Lloyd Cardwell, John Honey, Bob
Fronzese, Gory Garabrondt, Charles Washington, Mike Melia, Lorry Weller.
ROW TWO: Jerry Shook, Dave Olson, Gordon Sweeney, Bob Gherlnger, Rich-
ard Carey, Ray Smith, Jim McMohon. Track, OPPOSITE PAGE, ROW ONE:
Bob Brantz, Max Kurz, Jim Nelson, Dave Comfort, Harry Johnson, Bob
Fronzese, Dove Oman, ROW TWO: Coach Lloyd Cardwell, Ray Smith, Gory
Garabrondt, Bob Gehrlnger, John Honey, Jim McMahon, Richard Corey, Gor-
don Sweeney, Don Glasgow, Bruce Jennings, Rich Anderson, Paul Gubi, Terry








Intramurals, open to all men and women carrying at
least six hours, may not exhibit the talent that is present
on the varsity field but certainly there is as much en-
thusiasm. Students may compete in a wide variety of
sports including curling, knee football, badminton, arch-
ery, tennis and bowling as well as football and basket-
ball. The program is directed by Bert Kurth for the men














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tve looked at life from both sides now,
from win and lose and still somehow
It's life's illusions I recall




AAbdouch, Donna Marie - 155
Abel, Janet Lee - 69, 1 67
Abraham, Barbara Jean - 274
Absher, Bruce Monroe - 177
Achey, Michael David - 1 04
Acker, Andrew Bruce - 146
Acker, Michael Roy - 274
Ackers, Ruth - 1 67
Acton, Thomas David - 274
Acuff, James Meadows - 179
Acuff, Susan Lynn - 1 14, 1 20
Adams, Eldon - 274
Adams, Ann Michele - 274
Adams, Denis Lee -141, 274
Adams, Janes David - 274
Adams, John King - 274
Adams, John Wilburn - 1 1 0, 274
Adams, Malcolm We I don - 1 3 1
Adams, M. Chaucer -113
Adams, Rufus Homer - 274
Adkins, Rosemarie Andree - 1 57, 1 58
Agosta, Judy Ann - 274
Aidif, Thomas Hadge - 274
Akers, Ruth Ellen - 69
Albright Alfred 144, 274
Alexander, Larry Gene - 146, 274
Allbee, Kenneth Eugene - 274
Allen, Charles William - 274
Allen, Ernest G., Jr. - 274
Allen, Gregory Charles - 1 86
Allen, Helen - 131
Allgood, Jams Kay - 145, 274
Allison, Marilyn Kay - 1 69
Alsup, Jack - 274
Ancona, Kristine Marie - 160
Anderson, Gary Stuart 1 60
Anderson, J. Patrick - 1 04
Anderson, Jack Budd - 1 07, 1 14, 1 23,
274
Anderson, Keneth Edmund - 1 82
Anderson, Lonnie Eugene - 275
Anderson, Loren V. - 186
Anderson, Martha S. - 275
Anderson, Pat - 1 79
Anderson, Richard Brooks - 262-275
Anderson, Sherry 60
Anderson, Sharyl Sue - 275
Andre, Sara Yvonne - 1 70
Andrews, Douglas Glen - 1 87
Andrews, Patricia Ann - 66
Anich, Milan Emil - 11 2
Anwyl, Richard Rowe - 177
Arburn, Kevin Charles - 179
Archer, Marvin Raymond - 1 29, 275
Arguello, Rodolfo Filemon - 275
Armour, James Joseph - 275
Armstrong, Richard Joseph 69, 1 87
Arnold, Bruce Francke - 1 3 1
Arnold, Gerald Thomas - 67, 177
Arns, Richard Jerome - 275
Arringdale, Jean Fay - 1 69, 269
Arthur, Douglas Stuart - 1 75
Artry, Janice Marie - 131
Arnwihe, Dr. William - 1 1 8
Ash, Deanna May - 67, 68, 1 23
Ash, Leonard James 1 04, 1 83, 275
Ash, Leslie Richard 275
Aspen, John A, 1 08
Assenheimer, Perry James 275
Aten, Robert Louis - 275
Atwell, Jan L. - 275
Axtman, Leonard Florian - 275
Ayres, Gerald Francis - 275
Azamar, Arnold Arthur - 275
B
Babbitt, Alan Bruce • 275
Babcock, Dexter, Jr. - 275
Babendure, Susan Kaye -115
Gabendure, Sheldon Arnold - 1 85, 275
Babic, Frank Emil, Jr. - 1 1 8, 275
Baburek, Edward James, Jr. - 254
Backes, Peter Eugene - 1 27, 275
Backhous, Richard Lee 123
Backhurst, George F. - 275
Backora, Linda Lee • 68, 1 02, 1 67, 1 93
Baile/, Dwight Wilbur - 1 1 3
B'jile/, Paul Owen - 275
Bain, Jerome S. - 275
Boker, Albert J., Jr. • 175
Baker, Connie Lee - 275
Baker, Elvin Gerald - 275
Baker, Franklin D. - 275
Baker, Harvey Howard - 175
Baker, Richard Darwin - 108
Balderston, Jane Ellen - 1 72, 257
Baldwin, Patricia Ann - 1 06
Ballard, William - 276
Banghart, Judith Marie - 64, 68, 1 02,
Barbendure, Harvey - 1 1 8
Bard, James Fern, Jr. - 276
Bariss, Nicholas - 1 30
Barker, Marjorie Jo - 142
Barker, Stephen Michael - 1 83
Barnes, Micheal John - 1 1 2
Barnes, Rayford Neil - 276
Barr, Carolyn - 1 1 3
Barr, Richard Albin - 1 1 9
Barrett, Gilbert Charles - 276
Barrett, Kathleen Mary - 269
Barth, Sharon Kay - 1 06
Bartholomew, Barbara Mae - 69
Baska, Lorraine Marie - 276
Bates, Vicki Lee - 151
,
276
Battiato, Jean Marie - 172, 276
Baumgart, Charles Arthur - 276
Bave, Edwin Booth - 276
Beall, Michael Henry - 276
Beason, Kenneth Garrett - 1 1 3, 276
Beazley, Patricia Ellen - 155
Bechtel, James M. - 276
Beck, Marianne Francis -120,1 50, 1 5£
Bsda, Phyllis Anne - 1 5
Beem, Gerald Patrick - 276
Eehrer, John - 1 55
Belfiore, Mary Ann Louise - 1 03
Belitz, Stanley Edward - 1 14, 1 86, 276
Bell, Barbara Jean - 142, 172
Beltron, Gilbert - 276
Benak, Dr. J. V. - 11 9
Bender, Loren Eugene - 174
Benedict, Joe Ray - 175
Benedict, Richard Allen - 276
Beninato, Joseph John 276
Bennett, Tom - 1 23
Benschoter, Leon - 50
Benson, Judith Ann - 170, 1 96
Bera, Jesse - 1 08
Beran, Wilbert J. - 1 1 9
Berbendure, Sheldon - 1 19
Berg, James Calvin - 1 28, 276
Bergen, Janet Marie - 1 69
Eergstrom, Randal Edward -
Berrigan, Lynda Anne - 65, 170
Berry, Charles Ray - 1 79
Berry, Gilbert Linn - 276
Besore, Prentice Alan - 276
Betcher, Kathleen Ann - 276
Bidari, Molook Tina - 276
Bier, Margie Jeanne - 1 67, 1 92
Biga, Kathleen - 1 67
Billimeir, Lou - 260
Bisbee, Sharon Kay - 1 23
Binder, Richard John - 177
Bishop, John Robert - 276
Bishop, Ronald Dale - 174
Bittner, Richard - 276
Bitzer, Richard L. - 276
Blacketer, John Wesley - 276
Blackwell, John V. (Dr.) - 58
Blakey, Jeannie Sue - 115, 1 69
Blanchard, Michael Damien - 276
Blankenau, Britta L. - 145
Blankenship, Robert J. - 1 27, 276
Blanton, Cloy Edwin - 276
Blozek, Janet Olive - 146
Bleicher, Joel Nathan - 1 33
Bliss, Priscilla - 172
Bloedorn, Gary Warren - 276
Bloom, Laurence Joel - 1 85, 276
Blubaugh, Joanne Mary - 150,155
Boagcez, Leonard - 108
Boae, Dottie - 68
Bochek, Victor Albert 1 86
Bockelman, Leon Herman - 179
Boda, Dorothy Gay - 1 67
Bogacz, John Vincent - 276
Bogatz, Rejean M. 1 72
Eogotz, William Edward, Jr. 177
Boisen, Karen S. Rustad - 142
Bolan, James Russell 276
Boiler, Jon Paul - 276
Bonner, Ralph V. - 277
Booze, George 277
Borcyk, Jacquelyn Ann - 1 26
Borden, Howard David - 157
Bosserman, David Clarence - 277
Bourne, Donna Lee - 167
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Volk, David Elmer - 67, 177
Voller, Robert Dale - 1 87
Volz, Paul Frederick - 306
Vondette, William Roy - 306
Vonrentzell, William E. - 151, 155
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wWade, Patricia Mary - 1 67
Waggener, Marta Christine - 172
Waggoner, Thurman Dorris - 144
Wagner, Ronald Allen - 306
Walden, Ray Yoncy - 306
Woldmann, Liane Agnes - 145, 306
Walker, Donald Lee - 177
Walker, Glenda Rae - 1 1 3
Walker, Patricia - 1 26
Walker, Ronald T. - 1 28, 306
Wallace, George - 80
Waller, R. D. - 1 13, 131
Walsh, Francis Xavier - 307
Walsh, John Duston - 307
Wanzenried, John - 1 32
Wanzenried, Kathryn Ida - 168
Ward, Edwin Reginald - 307
Wardrobe, Terry James - 262
Wargo, Gilbert James - 1 08
Warner, Nancy Lee - 307
Warner, Sally Jo - 1 67
Warnack, Suzanne Marie - 67
Washington, Charles - 262
Wasserkrug, Jay Allen -112,185
Watkins, Brenda Jean - 1 55
Watkins, Carol Virginia - 1 23, 307
Watson, Bruce David - 1 57
Watson, Joel Brugmen - 174
Wavro, Mary - 1 30
Weaver, Lynn Elwood - 177
Weaver, Terryanne - 1 67
Webster, James Wallace - 307
Webster, Larry Charles - 1 3 1
Wedvick, Dwyer Quentin - 307
Weeks, Leo Joseph - 307
Wehner, Herbert Richard -114,186,
1 89
Wehrii, Emil Richard - 1 08
Weidenhammer, Steven D. - 177
Welk, Robert - 141
Weller, Lorry John - 262
Wells, John Melvin - 307
Welstead, Robert Lee - 1 55
Wemmer, Linda Jean - 307
Werner, George - 117, 120
Werner, Mary C. - 307
Werthman, Jeanne Marie -115,1 69,
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Westbrook, William James - 1 1 9
Westerlin, Carol Sue - 1 21
Westphalen, Mark Jay - 1 86
Whalen, Lois - 1 1 0
Wholey, George Ancel - 307
Wheatley, James Lloyd - 307
Wheeler, Fred - 307
Whipple, Edward Lester - 307
Whitcomb, Gordy J, - 307
White, Diane - 1 55
Whitman, Elinor - 307
Whitney, Roger Conrad - 1 29
Whittle, Kenneth William - 1 21 , 1 82
Widdersheim, Kathleen Jo - 121
Wieczorek, Kristin Lynn - 69
Wieczorek, Rita Marie - 60, 172
Wiek, Donald - 307
Wiers, James Joseph - 174
Wiess, James J. - 66
Wijtek, Irene Justine - 171
Wilcox, Dan Scott - 177
Wilcox, Pauline - 1 45
Wilhem, Mike - 1 20
Wiekins, Dorothy - 307
Wilkins, George H. - 307
Williams, Alonzo Charles - 1 55
Williams, Joe - 307
Williams, Patricia - 307
Williams, Robert Bryarly - 254, 307
Willis, James Albert - 144, 307
Willits, Robert Lee - 1 86, 1 89
Wills, Cornelius Lake - 1 08
Wilmot, Keith Alan - 60, 144, 179
Wilson, Carol Jean - 1 69
Wilson, Clarence Williams - 149, 158
Wilson, Ernie - 307
Wilson, John Kendrick - 1 1 2, 1 85
Wingert, Jerome Dean - 307
Winters, Donald James - 307
Wise, Mary Jane - 1 1 0
Wittekind, Glen Wallace - 1 20
Wittekind, Richard Otto - 1 20, 307
Wohit, Theckia Lillian - 142
Wojahn, John R. - 307
Wolf, Paul John - 307
Wolff, Mary Suzanne - 1 58
Wood, Ernest Maynard - 307
Wood, Russell Oyney - 307
Woodard, Elmer - 307
Wooley, David Lee - 67, 177
Workman, William George - 1 29
Worth, Robert James - 1 08, 1 57, 307
Wright, Judith - 307
Wytek, Irene - 67
Yates, Charles Richard - 179
Yenglin, LyIe Edward - 182
Yost, Larry Steve - 1 08
Young, Douglas Theodore - 1 4 1
Young, Paul Malcolm - 1 5 1
Youngers, John Peter - 60, 1 29
Yunker, Gloria Susanne - 172
Zadina, James Edward - 1 20
Zarowsky, William John - 307
Zbylut, James Joseph - 1 04
Zink, Charles Michael - 1 20
Zipay, John - 1 30
Ziska, Larry - 1 29, 307
Zobrist, Edward E. - 307
Zo9ter, Richard Charles - 307
Zotcavage, John Anthony - 307
Zulfer, Charles F. - 128, 307
Zupsic, Eugene Robert - 1 30, 307
Zyck, Christy M. - 1 69
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